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Iginio Gagliardone is a British Academy research fellow and member of the Programme in Comparative
Media Law and Policy at the University of Oxford. He is also a research associate of the Centre of Governance and Human Rights at the University of Cambridge and of the Centre for Global Communication
Studies, Annenberg School of Communication at the University of Pennsylvania.
Anil Gupta is a professor at the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. Founder of Honey Bee Network, he is also the editor of Honey Bee newsletter and the Coordinator-SRISTI, Executive Vice Chair of National Innovation Foundation–India and Member of National Innovation Council.
Vipin Kumar is the director and chief innovation ofªcer of the National Innovation Foundation–India.
A biochemist by training, he has been the member of a number of important committees/task forces including the Sectoral Innovation Council (SInC) on agriculture.
Hiranmay Mahanta is coordinator of the knowledge portal of Techpedia (Techpedia.in) of SRISTI,
Ahmedabad. He is also a senior fellow, Academy for Augmenting Sustainable Technological Inventions, Innovations, and Traditional Knowledge (AASTIIK) at SRISTI. At Techpedia, he leads the efforts to link industry,
academia and innovation.
Nitin Maurya is an innovation ofªcer at National Innovation Foundation—India. He coordinates IGNITE—
the national competition of students’ innovations and the activities of the dissemination and social diffusion
department of the organization.
Ramesh Patel is the secretary of the Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies
(SRISTI), Ahmedabad. He is the editor of Gujarati newsletter Loksarwani and project director, USAID project,
“Transfer of Indian Farm and Food Processing Machinery to Promote Food Security in Africa (Kenya).”
Nimmi Rangaswamy is an adjunct professor at the Indian Institute of Technology, Hyderabad. Her primary
interests are the adoption and dissemination of ICTs in developing countries and emerging market spaces.
Her current projects focus on understanding digital media in locations of constraint such as urban slums and
peri-urban habitats.
Siyuan Yin is a PhD student in the Department of Communication at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. She received her MA from the University of Illinois at Chicago, and a BA from the Peking University in China.
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